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If you want to improve your funniness-factor and be able to make people laugh with little effort, then

this book is for you!Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet, or Kindle device.Having a good

sense of humour can be one of the most compelling instruments to have in your toolkit (or weapons

in your arsenal) to climb the ladders of success and popularity. Nowadays moreso than ever, good

social skills are highly regarded, and humour is the most cherished of them all. Effective use of

humour can be the key to success as a characteristic of great leadership since it gives you the

ability to assess your audience and manipulate the way people react and connect to you. And

although it's often said that humour canâ€™t be taught, the methods behind it can be broken down

to several rules and a simple instructions. This book isnâ€™t designed to teach you any specific

'your mom' insults, to have you dress up like a clown, or to supply you with jokes about the rabbi

and the monk who walked into a bar. Instead, I'm going to help you become genulinely funnier by

divulging the basic principles and important touch-points that go into the art of humour that will make

any audience fall under your charm and simultaneously boost your self-esteem. Once you

understand the inner workings of being funny, you'll be able to make people laugh anytime,

anywhere, and about anything. So let's get started!Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...The

Basic Rules of HumorHow to Physically Loosen Up for HumorHow to Mentally Loosen Up for

HumorThe Important Aspects HumorOther Practices to Boost Comic DeliveryMuch, much

more!Download your copy today!
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Interesting book. The author is so right by saying that we tend to like people who are funny. This

book is not about being a stand up comedian. (though some of it could apply) No it is more about

adding humour to our everyday conversations and communication. #1 rule in being funny is to

always make fun of yourself. Humour makes a person more approachable. He talked about finding

your brand of humour and being yourself in it. Know your audience and what will make them laugh.

The guy is kinda funny at times in this book. Like with his advice on idiotic saying to blurt out. I

laughed myself at the thought of that. Interesting that he said even wearing brighter colored cloths

can help you come off funnier than dark dull cloths. He encourages us to listen to a lot of funny stuff

to get inspired to be funnier. He says that most of our humour comes from surprise, expectation,

observation and misdirection. Most critical parts of comedy according to this author is timing and the

length of your routine. He gives some types of activities to participate in to become funnier. I liked

many things he said. Heres one: if your attempt of humour doesn't work then turn it around and

make fun of yourself.

For one, this book is only like ten pages long. That's like a dollar a page.... It only really says stuff

that everyone already knows: Don't tell offensive jokes unless you know your audience, you have to

have confidence, your timing needs to be right. The only really enlightening thing in this book is that

humor comes from surprise, from circumventing peoples expectations. Once again, everyone

knows this, but if you didn't, there. I just saved you some money. That's the only take away from this

book. Say random things arbitrarily that don't make sense. -_-

Some people think that being funny is a natural talent, but you can learn to be funny just as the

same. This book taught me how to be funny and interesting around people. I have never been very

good with people and have a lot of social anxiety so I thought I'd give this book a shot. It's funny,

informative, and wise.
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